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re and placement of donor and
acceptor units in cycloparaphenylenes:
a computational study†

Terri C. Lovell, Kaylin G. Fosnacht, Curtis E. Colwell and Ramesh Jasti *

Cycloparaphenylenes have promise as novel fluorescent materials. However, shifting their fluorescence

beyond 510 nm is difficult. Herein, we computationally explore the effect of incorporating electron

accepting and electron donating units on CPP photophysical properties at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311G**

level. We demonstrate that incorporation of donor and acceptor units may shift the CPP fluorescence as

far as 1193 nm. This computational work directs the synthesis of bright red-emitting CPPs. Furthermore,

the nanohoop architecture allows for interrogation of strain effects on common conjugated polymer

donor and acceptor units. Strain results in a bathochromic shift versus linear variants, demonstrating the

value of using strain to push the limits of low band gap materials.
Introduction

Conjugated polymers are highly versatile materials used as
bioimaging agents,1–3 chemical sensors,4–6 and components in
electronic devices7–9 including solar cells.10 Their versatility
stems from tunable optoelectronic properties. The polymer
band gap is nely controlled to tune absorption and emission
wavelength through incorporation of electron donating or
electron accepting (electronic modulating) monomers or by
increasing the quinoidal character.11 A wide variety of known
electronic modulating units are reported and signicant effort
is put forth to nd the best donor–acceptor pairs.12 However,
one dimension of these electronic modulating units that has
not been probed in conjugated polymers is the bending effect.

An ideal system to systematically test bending, and resulting
strain effects, on donating and accepting monomers is the
nanohoop framework, which is a cyclic arrangement of poly-
phenylenes (Fig. 1). The simplest nanohoop, a cyclo-
paraphenylene (CPP), can be considered a small molecule
polymer because its cyclic geometry results in quasi innite
conjugation.13 The gap in the frontier molecular orbitals of the
nanohoop narrows with increasing strain, therefore, strain may
act as an additional dimension to tune conjugated polymer
properties. CPPs have been used both as a monomer and
additive to tune the properties of semiconducting polymers.14,15
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However, few examples of common electronic modulating units
incorporated into conjugated macrocycles exist, especially
highly strained ones.16–19 Incorporation of electron modulating
units into nanohoops will allow the systematic study of strain
inuences as well as the impact on CPP photophysical
properties.

It is challenging to make bright, stable CPPs with a small
HOMO–LUMO gap due to limiting strain based reactivity and
symmetry based uorescence quenching for small CPPs.20

However, red-emitting CPPs that retain enhanced solubility and
brightness may be desirable as they show promise in applica-
tions where aggregation is problematic, such as spin coated
thin lm electronics or biomolecule conjugation.21,22 By incor-
porating electronic modulating units into CPPs we not only test
strain effects on these units, but also seek useful targets for red-
emitting nanohoops. Indeed, red-emitting CPPs have been ob-
tained with this approach, however, only three acceptor units
have been tested to date.23–25 Herein, we computationally
investigate the effect of donor and acceptor moieties on CPP
photophysical properties using density functional theory (DFT,
TD-DFT). This work illuminates viable synthetic targets for red-
Fig. 1 Probing the effects of donor and acceptor units and strain on
CPP photophysics.
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Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated fluorescence and associated error
of [10]CPP, m[10]CPP, m[6]CPP, BT[10]CPP, and [10]CPTcaq. Error
calculated in cm�1.
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emitting CPPs and demonstrates strain effects on common
conjugated polymer monomers.

Computational methods

All molecules were optimized using a 6-311G** basis set and
CAM-B3LYP functional with the self-consistent reaction eld
solvent model set to the dielectric constant of dichloromethane.
All structures were conrmed to be a local energy minimum by
analytical frequency analysis. Absorbance and uorescence
transitions were analyzed using GaussSum (thermal broad-
ening of 1500 cm�1). StrainViz was performed using the avail-
able soware with the same functional and basis set.26 Nuclear
independent chemical shi (NICS) was calculated using aroma
with 6-311+G* basis set and B3LYP functional. All calculations
were performed using Gaussian-09 suite.27

Results and discussion

The purpose of this investigation is to propose realistic targets
for synthesis. We aim to propose targets with a reasonable
chance of synthesis and stability. Our group and others have
oen run into stability issues for derivatives with high
strain.25,28–30 Therefore, we chose [10]CPP as the main scaffold
for this study as it has previously shown a high tolerance to
strain based reactivity.20,23–25 The optimized ground state
geometry, absorbance, optimized excited state geometry, and
uorescence of each nanohoop was calculated. The trends
observed in the uorescence were rationalized using supporting
evidence from StrainViz and NICS calculations. The donor or
acceptor unit replaced one phenylene to keep the conjugation
and strain of the phenylene backbone relatively consistent.

Benchmarking the computational method

As the uorescence of the nanohoops is the focus of the study,
we calculated the emission of nanohoops with known experi-
mental values shown in Fig. 2. The error in these calculations is
low, between 0.2–6.3%. [10]CPTcaq is an outlier due to its sol-
vatochromic nature. Experimentally the emission of [10]CPTcaq
in carbon tetrachloride and benzene differs by over 30 nm,
however, computationally there is only a 2 nm difference. This
error is not a concern for this study because the solvatochromic
nature also leads to reduced quantum yield. Therefore, mole-
cules that are calculated to behave similarly are undesirable
synthetic targets for bright red-emitting CPPs. By considering
these relationships between calculated and experimental
results, nanohoops with bright red-shied emission can be
proposed for synthesis.

Observed optoelectronic properties related to computational
analysis

CPPs are unique carbon nanostructures. Due to symmetry rules,
the HOMO / LUMO transition is Laporte forbidden.31,32 Since
the uorescence is from the S10 / S0 transition, the nanohoop
HOMO–LUMO energy gap does not necessarily predict their
uorescence. The uorescence arises from a lower lying S10
12030 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12029–12035
state, which exhibits exciton localization and symmetry
breaking resulting in a Laporte allowed transition. The ground
state frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) of larger nanohoops are
delocalized over the entire phenylene backbone, whereas the S10
FMOs are localized over usually about seven phenylenes.31

When the CPP FMO structure is changed, certain desirable CPP
uorescent properties, such as high quantum yield, can be lost.
For example, [10]CPTcaq exhibits intramolecular charge trans-
fer (ICT), which is responsible for decreasing the quantum
yield.25 [10]CPTcaq is a donor–acceptor molecule where the
HOMO and LUMO of the S10 are separated. While the uores-
cence is dramatically red-shied, the quantum yield decreases
by 92% to 0.05.23 However, when CPP orbital structure is
retained, the uorescence red-shis without losing quantum
yield. BT[10]CPP and [10]CPP have similar FMO localization
and uoresce through the same mechanism, so while the
emission of BT[10]CPP is red-shied over 100 nm the quantum
yield remains unchanged from [10]CPP.25 Importantly, even
though acceptors (and donors in this work) are incorporated,
the resultant molecules are not donor–acceptor systems.
Furthermore, the unit cannot be simply appended to the
nanohoop (S4), it must be within the nanohoop and, therefore,
strained. With this knowledge, accurately predicting red-shied
CPP emission with retained brightness using entirely compu-
tational methods is possible. Therefore, a wide variety of
nanohoops are explored to direct synthesis of promising
uorophores.

Analysis of accepting moiety incorporation into [10]CPP and
comparison to linear derivatives

Many electron accepting units are used to construct conjugated
polymers.12 We analyzed common units and explored their
ability to alter CPP uorescence. Only promising units are dis-
cussed (see ESI† for full list). A single acceptor is incorporated
into the nanohoop because inclusion of multiple electron
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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accepting units has a minimal impact on uorescence (S20–
S24).

2,1,3-Benzothiadiazole (BTD) is a classic benzazole acceptor
used in conjugated polymers and is tolerated in CPP synthesis.25

Therefore, we explored different BTD derivatives (S1–S3, 1–4).
Most were found to show small changes in uorescence, but
addition of strongly withdrawing cyano groups, 1, causes
a 70 nm (1775 cm�1) red-shi (bathochromic shi) to 664 nm.
However, this CPP shows multiple uorescence contributions,
indicating ICT character and, therefore, a suppressed quantum
yield. The most dramatic red-shi is with 2, which has two
thiadiazole moieties on one phenyl ring (benzobisthiadiazole).
Benzobisthiadiazole is a particularly strong accepting moiety
due to the hypervalent sulfur atom and is widely employed in
narrow bandgap materials.12,33–36 This nanohoop is expected to
uoresce in the infra-red (IR) region at 1085 nm, which is red-
shied 266 nm (2993 cm�1) versus a linear polyphenylene
analog (Fig. 3b). The further red emission is due to increased
conjugation between neighboring phenylenes from smaller
torsional angles (discussed later). This indicates that the CPP
structure affords a further bathochromic shi than what is
achieved in linear polymer versions.

Other benzazole acceptors were also found to nely tune
nanohoop uorescence and the same trends seen in literature
hold true within these CPPs.12 Benzoselenadiazole 3 has an
emission at 642 nm and the most red-shied is benzoimidazole
4 at 695 nm. 4 is the most red-shied because it is non-
aromatic, which was conrmed by NICS calculations on the
acceptors (Table S23†). Except for this result, no obvious trend
correlating the aromaticity to the degree of red-shiing was
Fig. 3 Calculated emission and oscillator strength of electron
accepting units in (a) [10]CPP and comparison to (b) linear derivatives
as well as (c) thienothiopene acceptor in different size nanohoops. Red
dots show connection points to the CPP.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
observed, likely due to competing inuencing factors. 3 and 4
show a 101 nm (2908 cm�1) and 91 nm (2168 cm�1) bath-
ochromic shi versus linear derivatives.

Other common non-benzazole derivatives such as diketo-
pyrrolopyrroles and quinoxalines were explored, but few
showed signicant changes. Phenazine 5 shis the uorescence
to 654 nm, which is a bathochromic shi from most of the
benzazole derivatives. Thienothiophene 6 has an emission
similar to BT[10]CPP at 585 nm. However, StrainViz analysis26 of
this thienothiophene incorporated CPP 6 revealed that there is
less strain than BT[10]CPP. Furthermore, the strain is localized
opposite the acceptor, (discussed later in more detail) which
may provide additional acceptor stabilization in smaller nano-
hoops. Therefore, with this acceptor the nanohoop uorescence
could be further tuned by decreasing the hoop diameter (Fig. 3c)
while remaining stable. Decreasing the size to an [8]CPP
derivative 8 shis the uorescence 33 nm (913 cm�1) to 618 nm.
Shrinking the size further to a [5]CPP, 11, pushes the uores-
cence to 1245 nm, which is the furthest red emitting hoop
discussed. However, as the size of these nanohoops decrease
the oscillator strength decreases dramatically. The thienothio-
phene is analogous to a phenylene in terms of orbital symmetry,
consequently the S10 / S0 transition is forbidden in the smaller
hoops. Therefore, decreasing the size of thienothiophene
nanohoops is not a viable method to access bright red-emitting
nanohoops. Furthermore, these nanohoops would be more
strained than the analogous [n]CPPs so the smaller sizes would
be highly unstable.
Strain considerations when incorporating electronic
modulating units

Incorporation of different units into the CPP scaffold impacts
strain and, therefore, stability and uorescence. StrainViz
analysis was performed on a group of [10]CPP derivatives. As is
typical with CPPs, two factors dominated the strain observed:
Fig. 4 Strain impacts in nanohoops. (a) Bending from thiophene units.
(b) Impact of steric bulk on dihedral angle. (c) Thienothiophene con-
taining nanohoop StrainViz analysis. (d) Consequences of widened
dihedral angles of dimethyl-CPP 12 and (e) effect on excited state
orbital distribution versus m[10]CPP.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12029–12035 | 12031



Fig. 5 Calculated emission of (a) BTD unit in different positions of
m[10]CPP, and (b) smaller CPPs to analyze strain effects on acceptor
properties. (c) Strain analysis of BTD incorporated m[10]CPP.
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bending (Fig. 4a) and steric bulk of the electronic modulating
unit (Fig. 4b). Although they both increase strain energy, they
have opposing effects on the uorescence.

The thienothiophene containing CPP 6 well illustrates the
impact of bending a linear phenylene connection (180� versus
158�, Fig. 4a). The angle of a thienothiophene electronic
modulating unit is more acute than a para-phenylene (Fig. 4a)
which, as seen inm[n]CPPs, shis the strain to the opposite side
of the hoop as shown in Fig. 4c. In addition to shiing the
strain, the dihedral angle between the unit and adjacent phe-
nylenes enlarges leading to worse orbital overlap across this
hoop segment in the ground state, however, planarization still
occurs in the excited state. Therefore, an electronic modulating
unit that is more bent experiences less strain, whichmay lead to
a slight blue shi relative to unbent electronic modulating units
and enhanced stability.

Steric bulk of the electron modulating unit could widen the
dihedral angle, but does not shi the strain. Instead, there is an
increased quantity of strain about the single bond to the adja-
cent phenylene (Fig. 4b). The impact of steric bulk was analyzed
through the addition of two and four methyl or ethyl groups.
This type of strain leads to wider torsional angles, therefore,
decreased electronic communication in between the unit and
adjacent phenylenes. This is illustrated in Fig. 4e, where the
excited state orbitals of 12 are only localized over a portion of
the phenylene backbone. The result is a wider HOMO–LUMO
gap as the dihedral strain is increased and the emission is
calculated to blue-shi (S17–S19).

As bending and increased steric bulk have counteracting
effects, the total strain energy present at a position in the
molecule does not perfectly correlate to how red the emission
will be. To maximize red shiing strain energy, the electronic
modulating unit should not introduce a bend in the nanohoop,
but instead be placed across from a bend, and have minimal
torsional steric strain between it and the adjacent unit.
Phenylene-like electron modulating units placed across from
ameta-phenylene satisfy these criteria and are investigated next.
How accepting unit strain affects uorescence

As we have seen thus far, strain is responsible for most unique
optoelectronic properties observed in CPPs. When an electron
accepting unit is inserted within a CPP the excited state
molecular orbitals are localized on the accepting unit. There-
fore, we can probe the bending effect of the electron accepting
unit on emissive properties. The strain inm[n]CPPs is not evenly
distributed, which provides a model system to analyze strain
effects on uorescence tuning.

In m[n]CPPs, the phenylenes closest to the meta-connection
are the least strained and the phenylene opposite the meta-
connection is the most strained (Fig. 5c).26 The
calculated emission of 13 is 517 nm, 77 nm (2507 cm�1) lower
than BT[10]CPP. This is consistent with m[n]CPPs, which are
blue-shied relative to their [n]CPP counterparts. However, 13 is
signicantly red-shied (54 nm, 2256 cm�1) versusm[10]CPP. As
the BTD unit is moved towards the back of the hoop the uo-
rescence red-shis. 14 emits at 550 nm and 15 at 588 nm. 16
12032 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12029–12035
and 17 are very similar in strain and emit at 615 nm and
613 nm. Analysis using StrainViz shows an increase in acceptor
strain from 2.8 to 7.0 kcal mol�1 depending on acceptor posi-
tion. The strain can be further increased by decreasing the size
of the BTD-containing m[n]CPP (18 and 19). Increasing strain
shis uorescence to 799 nm for 19. However, from a previous
study these highly strained nanohoops are predicted to be
unstable.25 Therefore, to elicit a further red-shi in uorescence
without dramatically increasing the strain, other promising
electron acceptors were inserted into a m[10]CPP scaffold.

As expected, incorporation of other acceptors into a m[10]CPP
results in a bathochromic shi relative to their [10]CPP versions
(Fig. 6). Nanohoop 20 emits 35 nm (805 cm�1) further red than 3
at 677 nm. 21 shows amere 6 nm (123 cm�1) shi, which is within
error of 4. The furthest red emitting nanohoop is 24 with an
emission in the infra-red (1108 nm). Although these meta-nano-
hoops have less total strain than the para-nanohoops, the local
strain across from themeta phenylene is slightly higher leading to
this expected red shi in emission. Advantageously, incorporation
of acceptors into meta-nanohoops provides exibility to balance
emission tuning with stability of the molecule. If the acceptor is
unstable directly across from themeta-linkage the acceptor can be
placed in an alternative position with less strain. Furthermore,
strain tuning in m[n]CPPs could allow the synthesis of smaller
hoops, while avoiding acceptor instability, as an additional
method to red-shi uorescence.
Incorporation of donor and acceptor units

As mentioned above, an effective method to red-shi uores-
cence is incorporation of both acceptors and donors into the
molecule. Since the HOMO is localized on the acceptor in the S10
state, addition of donors next to the acceptors will raise the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 Comparison of electron accepting units in m[10]CPP versus
[10]CPP and as a linear polyphenylene. Red dots show connection
points to the CPP.

Edge Article Chemical Science
HOMO, decreasing the HOMO–LUMO gap in the S10 and red-
shiing the uorescence. We observed that the distance
between the donor and acceptor moieties affects the photo-
physical properties. Therefore, two relative positions of the
Fig. 7 Calculated emission of [10]CPP with acceptors (a–f) and
donors (g–i) in two relative positions. Comparison to linear poly-
phenylenes with the donors an acceptors. Red dots show connection
points to the CPP.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
donor and acceptor are explored and reported for all combi-
nations of donors and acceptors, shown in Fig. 7.

The nanohoop emission with thiophene donors is further
red when the donor and acceptor are adjacent to each other. As
described above, there is phenylene planarization leading to
orbital localization in the S10. When the donor and acceptor are
across from each other, planarization only occurs at the
acceptor and the donor is not affecting the excited state FMOs.
In the case where they are adjacent, however, planarization
occurs across both and the donor inuences the HOMO in the
ground and excited state resulting in a destabilization and
consequential red-shi. However, when carbazole (i) is the
donor the uorescence is further red when the donor and
acceptor are across from each other. This is because carbazole i
is not a strong donor like g and h. Instead, the dominant factor
is the strain increase at the opposite side of the nanohoop.
When the acceptor is in this position, it results in a more red-
shied emission. This is counteracted in the case of acceptor
e due to the strain localization being offset by the 158� thie-
nothiophene connection (versus 180�).

The emissions of nanohoops with both a donor and acceptor
are further red than nanohoops with just the acceptor. Addi-
tionally, nanohoops with just the donors (S12, S15, S16) have
relatively unperturbed electronics. The furthest red-shied
emissions are seen with donor h. This donor is geometrically
optimal with less torsional strain than a phenylene37 and
a linear connection. The acceptor responsible for the furthest
red emission is f. A nanohoop with f and h has an emission of
1193 nm, which is 108 nm (835 cm�1) further red-shied than 2
and 85 nm than 24 (643 cm�1). Incorporation of two donors on
either side of the acceptor further shis the emission (S6),
however, incorporation of three consecutive electronic modu-
lating units becomes challenging synthetically. Not surpris-
ingly, nanohoops containing donor and acceptor units are
further red emitting than the linear derivatives, highlighting the
value of macrocyclic architecture and strain.
Directing synthesis of red-shied nanohoops

The main purpose of this study is to direct synthetic efforts to
nanohoop derivatives that are further red-shied than ever
before. With a rm understanding of acceptor unit effects in
CPPs, we turn to experiment in order to make novel red-
emitting nanohoop uorophores. Since BTD incorporation is
known to produce stable nanohoops (BT[10]CPP), exploration
of this acceptor with a donor would be a rational starting point.
As for other acceptors, benzobisthiadiazole is an obvious top
choice since this acceptor outperformed the others by a land-
slide (2 and 24). Benzoimidazole (4 and 21) looks like a prom-
ising acceptor in terms of emission, however this unit is non-
aromatic so it may be unstable. The benzoselenadiazole (3
and 20) would be the next best benzazole derivative. Lastly, we
would suggest phenazine (5 and 22). An anthracene incorpo-
rated [12]CPP has been previously synthesized, and although
this species experiences light and oxygen sensitivity, the addi-
tional nitrogen atoms in phenazine reduce the propensity for
oxidative decomposition and dimerization.38 For integrating
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12029–12035 | 12033
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both a donor and acceptor in the nanohoop, thienothiophene h
is the donor of choice since it does not dramatically alter the
nanohoop structure, produces the lowest torsional angles, and
has the least steric bulk. An experimental study comparing the
recommended acceptors in a [10]CPP and m[10]CPP as well as
with a thienothiophene donor would be interesting. If stable,
these molecules would extend the emission of CPPs further into
the red than ever before.
Conclusions

The nanohoop is a fascinating nanostructure with signicant
potential as a novel uorescent material. These nanostructures
are still in their infancy, and until now no systematic study of
how to push their uorescence far into the red existed. Substi-
tution of phenyl motifs with electron accepting moieties may
red-shi the uorescence. The uorescence of the nanohoop is
further shied through increasing the strain on the electron
accepting unit through placement in a m[n]CPP. Lastly, incor-
poration of donors like thienothiophene h along with electron
acceptors push the emission even further. By combining strain
and appropriate electronic modulating groups such as benzo-
bisthiadiazole, benzoselenadiazole, and phenazine it may be
possible to shi emission to the IR. The future of highly emis-
sive red-emitting CPPs is bright.
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